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1.0 INTRODUCTION
PREFER is a recursive orbit determination program which is used to
refine 4; ephemerides produced by a batch least squares program (e.g.,
GTDS. It is intended to be used primarily with GTDS and, thus, is com-
patible with some of the GTDS input/output files.
The input to PREFER consists of five disk (or tape) files and the card
input. The satellite Orbit File contains the nominal satellite ephemerides
and the state transition matrix as generated by GTDS. The ephemerides on
this file should be accurate to within approximately 50 meters (to minimize
linearization errors). PREFER interpolates from this file at the times
given on the Measurement Data File. It processes these measurements in a
Kalman filter to estim?tc the corrections to the nominal trajectory. The
filter state also includes other parameters which have an effect upon the
orbit determination (e.g., drag, perturbing gravitational accelerations,
thrust, measurement bia,es and refraction parameters, etc.).
The measurement data types which PREFER can process include ground
range and range rate measurements, TDRS relay measurements (range and range
rate), GPSPAC pseudo range and pseudo delta--range measurements, NAVPAC
range difference measurements and altimeter measurements. Processing of
the ground measurements requires that earth motion be accurately modeled.
The Solar/Lunar,/Planetary (SLP) File supplies the data which is used in the
true of date to 1950 coordinate transformations while a Time Coefficients
File supplies data used for time system transformations and polar motion.
A GPS Trajectory File supplies the ephemerides of the GPS satellites which
are required to process the GPSPAC or NAVPAC measurements. TARS ORBIT
Files supply the required TDRS ephemerides.
After running the Kalman filter forward to the end of the Measurement
Data File, PREFER performs optimal smoothing. A file created by the Kalman
filter is read backward in time and the smoothed estimates are obtained by
using the recursive formulation of Rauch-Tun-Streibel.
1	
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The combination of a Kalman filter and a Smoother should result in
greatly improved estimates of satellite ephemerides as compared to batch
estimation. Batch estimation is subject to errors because of errors in the
dynamic models (e.g., gravitational). A filter/smoother which properly
accounts for dynamic (state) noise should weight the data optimally and
reduce the estimation errors. Smoothing will produce better estimates (in
the middle of the data span) than just a forward filter because past and
future data is used to estimate the state at each point in time (a filter
uses only past data). Smoothing also tends to average out any dynamic
modeling errors which remain.
It is suggested that the user carefully read Section 3.1 of this guide
and the PREFER Mathematical Oescription before attempting to use the
program. An understanding of the dynamic models and correct choice of
state noise are essential to proper functioning of the program.
PREFER requires about 370K (base 10) bytes of storage on the IBM 360/
95 for a run using only ground tracking. Since the core storage is
dynamic, runs using TORS or GPS tracking may require as much as 500K.
Execution time will also vary drastically depending upon the data span and
the number of adjusted parameters. It is expected that a one day solution
containing 2200 measurements processed in 120 sec "mini-batches" will take
less than 2 minutes of 360/95 CPU time and 5 minutes of I/O time. Approxi-
mately 60% of the CPU time is spent in filtering. The I/n charge will
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2.0 INPUT FILES
The following sections describe the PREFER input files mentioned in
the introduction.
2.1 Satellite ORBIT File (Unit 50)
The satellite ORBIT File is generated by GTDS on unit 21. This file
contains the ephemerides and matrix sums used to compute the state tran-
sition matrix (partials of current cartesian elements with respect to
epoch elements) of the satellite. Although the file may contain partials
with roFpect to many paramenters, PREFER only uses the 6x6 matrix corre-
sponding to the epoch orbital elements.
The ORBIT file consists of three types of records: two header records
and the data records. The file is written on a tape (1600 BPI) using a
record format of VS, a logical record length of 6664 bytes and a bloc's; size
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RECORD RECORDSIZE BYTES NAME, DESCRIPTION, ETC,
1 6660 bytes 1-8 SATNAM:	 Satellite name in EBCDIC
9-16 AREA:
	 Area of satellite (km2)
17-24 SCMASS:	 Mass of satellite (kg)
25-32 CSUBR:	 Satellite reflectivity constant
33-40 CSUBDZ:
	 Drag coefficient
41-48 YMDOUT:	 MODD. of start date
49-56 HMSOUT:	 HHMKSS.SSSS of start date
57-64 YMDFN:	 YYMMDD. of end date
65-72 HMSFN:	 HHMMSS.SSSS of end date
73-80 YMOIC:	 YYMMDD. of epoch date
81-88 HMSIC:	 HHMMSS.SSSS of epoch date
89-96 YMDREF:	 YYMMDD. of referen--a line for time
coordinate system
97-104 EGHA:	 Greenwich hour angle at epoch (rad)
105-112 EJED:	 Julian ephemeris date of epoch
113-160 AEINT(K):	 K-1,6
Keplerian a events in coordinate
system, of integration
161-208 SPINT(L):	 K-1,6
Spherical elements in coordinate
system of integration
209-256 PVINT(K):	 K-1,6







RECORD RECORDS12E BYTES NAME, DESCRIPTION, ETC.
1 6660 bytca 257-368 OBLINT (L):	 L-1,14
Auxiliary orbital elements in
inordinate system of integration:
L-1,	 Eccentric anomaly
2,	 Period





8,	 Time derivative of argument
of perigee
9,	 Time derivative of ascendin g
node
10,	 Velocity at apogee





369-376 OBSY?fn:	 YYMMDD. of start of fitted data
span for element set
377-384 OBSHMS:	 HHMMSS.SSSS of start fitted span
for element set
385-392 OBEYMD:	 YYMMDD. of end of fitted data
span for element
393-400 OBEHMS:	 tHKKSS . SSSS of end of fitted data
span for element set
401-408 WRMS:	 Weighted KM of fit for element set
409-576 COVMAT ( l):	 I-1,21
Upper triangle of state covariance
matrix.
577-584 AZ,ERO:	 Difference between A . 1 time and
UTC at epoch
585-592 TZER01:	 Time from beginning of year in
seconds
593-600 DEPOCS:	 Julian date of epoch (A.1 sys tem)
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F16=40 RECORDSIZE BYTES NAME, DESCRIPTION, ETC,
1 6660 bytes 601-608 SPARE
	 Spare location
609-612 IDSAT:	 Satellite number
613-616 NBRRUN:	 Run number
617-620 NBRELS:	 Element set number
621-624 150:	 Inertial coordinate system
reference indicator. 1-1950, 2-TOD
675-1024 INDSEC	 I-1,20; 3-1,5






Number of observations in fitted
data span for elements sets
1053-1056 NSTATE:
	
Number of state partials
1057-1080 KSTATE(K):	 K-1,6
Label numbers of state unknowns
1081-1084 IPART:	 Partial indicator
-1 partials on data record
-2 no partials on data record
1085-1088 ICENT	 Central body indicator
1089-1092 IND(1)	 Orbit generator indicator
- 1, time-regularized„Coirell
orbit generator
- 2, Cowell orbit generator
1093-6660 Spare	 I
2 6660 bytes 1-8 DTIM	 Dummy time word for internal
retrieval use (± 99999999.0)
9-16 ZERO	 Zero word for internal retrieval
use
17-104 GM(I):	 I - 1,11
Gravitational constant times the
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RICORO RESIZE
CORD IYTU NAME, 04SCRIFnON, ITC,
2 6660 bytes 105-144 SECMOD(36,I):	 I . 1,5
Time regularized exponent of
satellite radius for Section I
145-384 OEF1(I,J):	 I - 1,10; J - 1,3
T Ae conversion coefficients;
I indicates date interval
385-'408 AE(I):	 I - 1,3
Drag coefficient times area of
spacecraft surfaces
I - 1, sphere or end of cylinder
I - 2, sides of cylinder
I - 3, paddles
409-608 PAPS	 Spare locations
609-:612 ND(40)	 State partials indicator
1 - yes, 2 - no
613-616 ND(41)	 Drag partials indicator
1 - yes, 2 - no




	 Potential partials indicator
1 - yes, 2 - no
' 625-628 IND(44)
	 'Thrust partials indicator
1 n yes, 2 - no
629-632 NTAB	 Time conversion table index
633-672 JARG1(I):	 I - 1,10
Julian dates which define date
intervals for time conversion
673-676 KONFIG
	 S/C configuration switch
0 - spherical
1 - cylindrical
2 - cylindrical with paddles
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2 6660 byas 681-684 NCNM	 Number of CN,M to be estimated
685-688 NSNM	 !lumber of S N M to be estimated
689-766 NDEG(I):	 I - 1,20
N indices (for CN,M and SN,M)
769-848 14ORD(I):	 I - 1,20
M indices (for CN,M and SN,M)
849-868 INDY(I):	 I * 1,5
I u 1, array location for drag
partials in the integrator
I - 2, array location for drag
radiation partials in the
integrator
I - 3, array location for drag
potential partials in the
integrator
I-4, array location for thrust
partials in the integrator
5, spare
869-872 IND(39)	 Transformation Partials required
1 - Partial of state.with respect to
initial state elements
2 - Partial of state with respect to
Keplerian state elements
3 - Partial of state with respect to
spherical state elements
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RECORD RECORDSIZE BYTES NAME, DESCRIPTION, ETC,
All others 6660 bytes 1-8 TN:	 Time (from epoch in seconds) of last
acceleration in XDD
9-16 Integrator stepsixe, in sea0ads
17-280 D(I,J);	 I-K:lU,K; J-1,3
Satellite acceleration vectors
K - acceleration array indicatur
281-368 G(I):	 I-K-100K
Time corresponding to acceleration
array
369-392 Xl(I):	 I«1,3
Fi=st sum vector of satellite
acceleration
393-416 X2(I):	 I-1,3
Second sum vector of satellite
acceleration
417-5696 XVDD(Jl,J2,J3):	 Jl-K-10,K; J2-1,3; J3-1,20
Array of acceleration partials
K - acceleration array indicator
I
5697-6176 SV1(I,J):	 I-1,3; J-1,20
Ist sum matrices for acceleration
partials
6177-6656 SV2(I,J):	 1-1,3; J-1,20
2nd sum matrices for acceleration
partials
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2.2 GPS Trajectory File (Unit 40) ORIGINAL PAGE; 13
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The GPS Trajectory File contains the positions and velocities (in
ECI) of the GPS satellites. 	 The number of satellites on the file is
given on the header record and may vary from 1 to 24.
RECORD
RECORD
SIZE BYTES NAME, DESCRIPTION, FTC.
1 180 bytes 1-4 NB:	 Record Number = 1
5-12 YEAR:	 Year of epoch of trajectory
(2	 digit)
13-20 DAY:	 nay of epoch of trajectory
21-28 SEC:	 Seconds of epoch of trajectory
(UTC time)
29-36 TVE-TO:	 Time of vernal	 equinox minus epoch
of the trajectory
37-44 DT:	 Interval	 at which trajectory is
written	 (sec.)
45-52 TLST:	 Last time on trajectory (sec. 	 from
epoch)
53-60 STEP:	 Integration interval	 used when
creating the trajectory (sec.)
61-64 IFLOW:	 Kind of trajectory = 4, 5, 6 or 7
(Not Used)
65-68 I50:	 Indicates if trajectory was made
using epoch of date = 1 or epoch
of 1950 = 0
69-72 ICYC:	 Improvement cycle number (Not Used)
73-80 DATE:	 Time clock value when trajectory
was made	 (AA)
81-84 NGPS:	 number of GPS satellites
85-88 JGPS(1):	 Satellite number of 1st	 satellite
(SV number)
89-92 JGPS(2):	 Satellite number of 2nd satellite
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RECORD
RECORD
SIZE BYTES NAME, DESCRIPTION, ETC.
All others 212 1-4 NB:	 Consecutive record number = 2, 3, n
to 5-12 TI:	 Seconds from epoch
1500
13-20 X(1,1):
	 X	 Inertial	 components of
21-28 X(2,1):	 Y	 satellite #1	 position at
29-36 X(3,1):	 Z	 time TI	 (km)
37-44 XD(1,1):	 X	 Inertial components of
45-52 XD(2,1):	 Y	 satellite #1 velocity at
53-60 XD(3,1):	 Z	 time TI	 (km/sec.)
6i-68 TB(1):	 Timing bias	 for satellite #1	 (secs.)
(TB1 = clock - truth time)
69-76 X(1,2):	 X
77-84 X(2,2):	 Y	 Satellite #2 position
85-92 X(3,2):	 Z
93-100 XD(1,2):	 X
101-108 XD(2,2):	 Y	 Satellite #2 velocity
109-116 XD(3,2):	 Z
117-124 TB(2):	 Timing bias for satellite #2
XD(1,NGPS):	 X
Xi)(2,NGPS):	 Y	 Satellite # NGPS velocity
AD(3,NGPS):	 Z




ABCD(2,1):	 Earth Centered Inertial




ABDCD(2,1):	 Transformation of Velocities
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2.3 Measurement Data File Unit 9
The measurement data file input to PREFER is created by GTDS as the
Observation Save File (GTDS Unit 46). This file contains all the informa-
tion necessary to process the observations (e.g. station positions, refrac-
tion corrections, etc.).
RECORD RECORDSIZE BYTES NAIVE, DESCRIPTION, ETC.
1 7200 bytes 1-4 NSET:	 Number of observation sots
contained in data set
5-144 IPOINT (I,J):	 I - 1,5; J - 1,7
Pointer array of set related
information
IPOINT (1,J) - Type indicator for set J
J	 1, tracking data
2, telemetry data
• 3, PCE data
• 4, relay data
• 5, landmark data
-6 or 7, spare
IPOINT (2,J) - pointer to reader record for
'	 set J
IPOINT (3,J) - pointer to starting block for
data from set J
IPOINT (4,J) - pointer to starting record
within indicated block for
data from set J
IPOINT (5,J) - Number of observations in set
J
145-164 IPOINT (I,8):	 I - 1,5
Pointer array of set related
information (spare set)
165 -284 nrME(I):	 I . 1,30
Array of external observation
types to be used with input from
this data set.	 Internal obser-
vation types 1-30 correspond
with IMTYPE(1) to IMTYPE(30).
12 u _
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RECORD IIECOIIOSIZE BYTES NAME, DESCi11rT10N, ETC.
1 7200 285-238 Spare
289-432 ISPRE (I): I - 2,37
xpare locations
433-480 ISPRE (I): I * 38,49
Spare locations
481-576 RHDR1 (I): I - 1,24
Header information for first
observation set
577-720 RHDR1 (I): I - 25,420
Header information for first
observation set
721--864 RHDR2 (I) : I - 1,396
Header inform-, tion for second
observation set
865-960 RHDR2 (I): I.- 397,420
Header information for second
_ observation set
961-1008 RHDR3 (I): I - 1,12
Header information for third
observation set
1009-1152 RHDR3 (I): I - 13,408
Header information for third
observation set
1153-1200 RHDR3 (I): I - 409,420
Header information for third
observation set
1201-1296 RHDR4 (I): I = 1,24
Header information for fourth
observation set
1297-1440 RIIDR4 ( I): I - 25,420
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RECORD RECORDSIZE BYTIS NAME, 015CRIPTION, ETC.
Headers for observation sots 5
through b
Header information for observa-
tion set 8 (continued)
241-7200 Spare
For a description of header information for an
observation set, see data set layout for GTDS
Observation Tape, FORTRAN logical unit 29(4).
*NOTE:
	
Record 2 exists in this formac
only, if there are more than four
observation sets on the file.
If there are four or IGS3, record
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RECORD
RECORD
SIZE BYTES NAME, DESCRIPTION, ETC.
ALL 7200 1-8 TOBYMD:	 Corrected observation time tag
(data) (YYMMDD.)
9-16 TOBHMS:
	 Corrected observation time tag
(HHMMSS.SSS)
17-24 OM1:	 Uncorrected observation
measurement No. 1
25-32 Doppler Count Interval	 (sec.)
33-40 SIG1:	 Standard deviation of data
reduction fit
41-48 OM1A:	 Corrected observation measurement
No.	 1
49-56 IBIT(8):	 Validity	 flags
57-64 DMR:	 Observation refraction correction
65-72 TOBSC:	 TOBYMD and TOBHMS converted to A.1
seconds from Jan. 1,; DC closes
file zero hour of epoch year
73-80 DAMTD:	 Sum of antenna mount and
transponder delay correction
81-88 JBIT(8):	 Identifiction flags
89-96 TCOR:	 TOBSC corrected for bias and light
or	 time (in ET seconds from epoch).
FRET:	 For TDRS data, primary frequency
(MHz).
97-100 NOBS:	 Working file observation number
101-104 IGATE:	 Range-Gating indicator
105-108 MTYPE:	 Observation type indicator
15
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RECORD
RECORD
SIZE BYTES NAME, DESCRIPTION, ETC.
ALL 7200 105-108* MTYPE:	 Packed indicator
(data) (TDRS Data - uplink ID * 1000000. + ground
only) transponder number * 10000.
+ downlink ID * 100. + MTYPE
(ID is 2-digit referenced to
60 byte format)
109-110 ISOU:	 Observation source indicator
111 IBF:	 Doppler Bias Frequency indicator




Primary Frequency Offset indicator





117-120 IBIAS:	 Bias type indicator
121-124 ISTA:	 Station geodetic indicator




ISTAAT = Ground transponder
internal	 index
(1,	 2,	 3	 ...)
ISTAA	 = Transmit station internal
index	 (1,	 2,	 3	 ...)
129-132 IFGP(I):	 I=1,4;	 FLags	 indicating
corrections made prior to GTDS/ODS
processing
133-136 WORD10:	 WORD 10 of 60 byte record
137-140 IFGB(I):	 I=1,4;	 Flags	 indicating
corrections made during GTDS/ODS
processing
141-144 WORD9:	 Word 9 of 60 byte record
145-7200 49 additional	 observations containing
duplication of bytes 1-144 definition
16
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2.4 Solar/Lunar/Planetary (SLP) (Unit 20 and 22)
There are two SLP files available to PREFER on the GSFC 360/95. One
Ili	
uses mean of 1950.0 coordinates (Unit 20) while the other uses true-of-date
coordinates (Unit 22). PREFER automatically selects the correct file to
match the satellite ORBIT file. The current narr1s of the two SLP files
n .,	
are: ORBIT.GTDS.SLP1950.DATA and ORBIT.GTDS.SLPTOD.DATA.
2.5 Time Coefficients File (Unit 21)
The time coefficients file contains information on the time system
transformations and polar motion. The current name of the file on the
GSFC 360/95 is ORBIT.GTDS.TIMCOF.DATA.
2.6 TDRS ORBIT Files (Units 41, 42, 43)
When TORS relay measurements are processed, the MRS ephemerides are
obtained from three, direct access, ORBIT files on the GSFC 360/95. The
format of these files is identical to that of the Satellite ORBIT File
(Unit 50) except for the difference between sequential and direct access.
There is no unique relationship between the unit number (41, 42 or 43) and
the individual TDRS: PREFER determines this relationship from the 7-digit
satellite identifier on the header of the TDRS ORBIT files and on the TDRID
cards.
It is important that the TDRS ephemeris coordinate system (1950 or
true-of-date) match the coordinate syst ,?m on the Satellite ORBIT file. If
they do not match, the PREFER job will terminate.
PREFER does not actually use the TDRS ORBIT files when processing
measurements. At the beginning of the job, PREFER Interpolates the ORBIT
files (at a rate determined by the STEP card) and copies the ephemerides to
a file (also on unit 40) with the same format as a GPS Trajectory file.
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3.0 CARD INPUT,
All card input to PREFER consists of 72-column keyword cards which
have seven variables per card and are read using IBM's free form input












The last six variables may be located anywhere in columns 9-72
since blanks or commas are used to separate the fields. The order of
the variables is important and thus unused variables must still be input
(a zero or a double comma is suggested). See the IBM Fortran (extended)
manual for further information.
There are two general classifications for card types.	 Run control
cards are used to input constants required for the run.	 Run initialization
cards are used to set a priori standard deviations, state noise standard
deviations and time constants of Markov processes.	 These cards also deter-
mine the parameters to be included in the state vector.
With the exception of the STEP card, any field which is blank will be
read as a zero and will override the default values (if any). 	 There are
no restrictions on the order in which cards are read.
Before describing the format of the individual cards, it is necessary
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3.1 Discussion of Models and Card Input
PREFER has the capability to solve for the following set of parameters
	
1	 satellite x-position at epoch
	
2	 satellite y-position at epoch
	
3	 satellite z-position at epoch
	
4	 satellite x-velocity at epoch
	
5	 satellite y-velocity«Zt epoch
	
6	 satellite z-velocity at epoch
	
7	 satellite drag coefficient.
	
8	 perturbing gravitational acceleration (vertical)
	
9	 perturbing gravitational acceleration (cross-,track)
	
10	 perturbing gravitational acceleration (along-track)
	
11	 acceleration of 1st thrust segment (vertical)
	
12	 acceleration of 1st thrust segment (cross-track)
	
13	 acceleration of 1st thrust segment (along-track)
	
14	 acceleration of 2nd thrust segment (vertical)
	
15	 acceleration of 2nd thrust segment (cross-track)
	
16	 acceleration of 2,nd thrust segment (along-track)
	
17	 host satellite clock timing error
	




20	 ground station measurement bias 1
	
21	 ground station measurement bias 2
	
22	 ground station refraction parameter
	
23	 ground station position error (x)
	
24	 ground station position error (y)
	
25	 ground station position error (z)
	
26	 GPS satellite position error (H)
	
27	 GPS satellite position error (C)
	
28	 GPS satellite position error (L)
	
29	 GPS satellite clock timing error
20
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All the parameters (except the
the user may elect to solve for alm
a given run. The only restrictions
groups of three (e.g., gravitation,
GPS positions) will be treated as a
none will be adjusted).
first six) are optional. That is,
3st any subset of these parameters in
are that parameters which appear in
thrust, ground station positions and
group (all three will be adjusted or
The first nineteen of these parameters are called dynamic parameters
because their values, may change with time. This may happen simply because
they have a non-identity transition matrix or because the parameters are
driven by some random process (i.e., they have state noise). Of these
nineteen parameters, six (drag, gravitation, clock drift and altimeter
bias) are assumed to be first order Markov processes; i.e., if x represents
one of these parameters, then
X=- T( +u
where
= the correlation time
u = zero mean white noise .
For these six parameters, it is necessary for the user to input three
separate quantities: the standard deviation of the error in the a priori
parameter estimate, the standard deviation of the process output (ax ) and
the correlation time. For all the other parameters, only the a priori
standard deviation and the state noise spectral density are required.
Determination of the appropriate values for the a priori sigma and
the correlation time is usually not difficult. However, calculation of
the state noise is frequently done with a bit of hand waving. In fact,
the bias that some people have against Kalman filtering is often the result
of their misunderstanding of the meaning of state noise (and, consequently,
their inappropriate choice of values). This is somewhat understandable
21
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since few books elaborate on this subject. The primary purpose of state
noise is to account for errors in the dynamic model.
In the KEFER program, the spectral density of u is computed internally
from the state noise sigma that the user inputs. That is, the user specifies
the standard deviation of x (in the previous equation). The standard
deviation on x that results from integration of the first-order Markov
process is related to au by the equation
YvX n^ au
Therefore, a u 2 /7' ax will be computed internally by the program.
For the orbital elements and thrust accelerations, (the non-Markov
processes), the input quantity for state noise is the expected standard
deviation of the time derivative of the parameter. In this case, the standard
deviation of the parameter will grow as au rIV where t is the integration
time. Since the thrusting times will generally be short, it should not
be necessary to input any state noise for thrust. However, the use of
a very small value may help minimize numerical problems.
A similar situation also exists for the orbital elements. If no other
force model parameters were adjusted, then it would be necessary to include
state noise on the orbital elements (particularly the velocity terms).
However, if the gravitation and/or other parameters are adjusted, then
the state noise on the orbital elements should just be large enough to
alleviate numerical problems.
Notice that no provision was made for specifying state noise on the
host clock timing error. This was done because the error is really in
the clock frequency (drift rate) and, thus, errors in the clock time can
be obtained exactly by integrating the drift rate.
All the remaining parameters are related to the measurements and are
not part of the dynamic model. They are all assumed to be constant (identity
22
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state transition matrix) and also have no state noise. For these reasons,
they come under the general heading of "measurement biases".
These parameters are treated differently than dynamic parameters in
several aspects but the most significant difference is their use as "pass
parameters". That is, parameters for a particular station or satellite do
not actually enter the filter until measurements from that station
(satellite) are processed. Once the pass is over, the parameters are
dropped freom the filter. This procedure has been shown to produce the
same results for the common parameters as if all parameters were carried
throughout the run (assuming that all pass parameters are independent
between passes).
In the case of station position errors, pass independence is not a
valid assumption. Thus, the assumption of pass independence means that
some information is not being used and the filter is slightly suboptimal.
However, the filter estimate will not be biased because of this assumption.
It should be noted that the original design of PREFER did not attempt
to solve for station and GPS position errors and GPS timing errors; they
were carried as "consider" parameters. However, problems in implementing a
smoother with consider parameters forced their inclusion as adjusted
parameters. At this time, it is not known flow severe the numerical
problems are going to be when many pass parameters are simultaneously
adjusted. It was assumed that a maximum of four ground sations and la GPS
satellites* could be simultaneously observable. If all possible parameters
were adjusted, this would result in a state dimension of 99 (PREFFR allows
for 100 states). Numerical problems should not be unexpected with a state
t
vector of this size.
The user should also be wary of runs which simultaneously adjust the
drag coefficient and gravitational accelerations. If the orbit is nearly
circular, the drag acceleration will probably not be distinguishable from
the along-track gravitational acceleration (unless the correlation times
are significantly different).
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The description of the STEP card (Section 3.2.10) uses the expression
"mini-batch measurement processing". In order to reduce the program
running time and disk storage, measurements are processed in small batches,
during which time (typically 120 seconds), the dynamic model errors are
as.1umed to be negligible. State noise is included only when the filter
proceeds from one mini-batch to the next.
The processing of TDRS relay measurements is handled somewhat
differently than that for GPSPAC measurements. First, it is not possible
to estimate the TORS ephemeris errors using the current version of PREFER.
Secondly, it is necessary for the user to establish a unique relationship
(using the TDRID card) between the TORS and ground tracking stations. It
Is assumed that each of these ground stations tracks only one TORS and
nothing else. Thus the deletion of the station position errors and
measurement biases (pass parameters) from the state vector is determined by
the visibility of the user satellite as viewed from the TARS (see the ELCUT
card description for details).
s
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3.2 Run Control Cards















Turns on debug pri nt
Coefficients used for atmospheric density modelling
Earth ellipsoid parameters, G m and speed of light
Measurement elevation cutoffs
Editing threshholds
Overrides measurement sigmas on measurement file
Printout options
Satellite area to mass ratio
Ground station positions
Mini-batch step size, stop time and integration step
size
Defines the relationships between TARS identifiers and
ground tracking stations
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The QEBUG card turns on the debug printout for specified subroutines.
AM' 11160".
666 6666666" '666666666666666660666666ee666666666666666666666666666666166666666
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Variable	 Digit	 Type Description
1	 Alphanumeric (A8) Keyword DEBUG.
2	 1	 7 digit integer 1 in this digit will	 turn on the debug
print for subroutine FILTER.
2 1 in this digit will	 turn on the debug
print for subroutine MEAS.
3 1 in this digit will	 turn on the debug
print for subroutine CARD.
4 1 in this digit will	 turn on the debug
print for subroutine DYNAM.
5 1 in this digit will turn on the debug
print for subroutine SNOISE.
6 1 in this digit will turn on the debug
print for subroutines GETHDR and INTERG.
7 1 in this digit will turn on the debug
print for subroutine EVAL and EARTH.
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Notes; (1) The default is no debug print.
(2) A brief description of the debug p
Appendix. In general, it would be
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The DRAGOON card allows the user to input the five coefficients which
are used to model the density of the earth's atmosphere.
MW N" $148113 0	 .Ot362	 4.3333	 . 800i 01e'	 1
ttttttoe t't'ttt'tttttetoo^tteottettt^tttotetteteotot' "t ^ttetotttoettttottttitt
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Variable Digit Type Description
1 Alphanumeric (A8) Keyword DRAGCON.
2 1-2 Integer Index (i) of first coefficient on card.
3-4 Integer Index (j) of second coefficient on card.
5-6 Integer Index (k) of third coefficient on card.
3 Integer Not used.
4 Real Coefficient corresponding to number in
digits 1-2	 (d i )	 .




6 Real Coefficient corresponding to number in
digits 5-6	 (d k),
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Note: The five coefficients are used in the equation
p = exp(d 1 h - d2 - 3doh 4 - d5 )
where h is the altitude in kilometers and p is density in kg/km3.
The defaults for dl - d5 are shown on the sample card. 	 The numbers in









The EARTH card is used to input the Earth's semi -major axis,
eccentricity, gravitational constant and the speed of light.
c ARTH	 0 0 6378, 66	 , 081 81:3334 3,9860064E5 2, 99792456eE5
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Polar motion switch: 0 = no polar
motion applied, 1 = polar motion
applied. Default = 1.
Not used.
Earth semi-major axis (km).
Default = 6378.166.
Earth eccentricity or inverse of
flattening. If value is greater than
1, program assumes 1/f.
Default = .081813334(e) or 298,3(1/f)
Earth gravitational constant (GM) in
km3 /sec t . Default = 3.9860064x105.
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3.2.4 ELCUT	 OVICIRMAL PAGE IS
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The ELCUT card is used to input the elevation cutoffs for processing
ground measurements and GPS measurements.
ELCUT	 0 0
	
510	 01 0' 	 6,778. ^ a
111	 IIIIIII1011011110110111111111111aIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII10111181110111111111111
















Elevation cutoff (degrees) for processing
ground tracking measurements l. All
measurements below this cutoff will be
deleted.	 Default = 50.
Elevation cutoff (degrees) as measured
at the host satellite for processing
GPS measurements.	 All measurements
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Variable	 Type	 Description
6	 Real	 Radius of sphere surrounding earth which is used to
determine whether a user satellite is "visible" to a
TDRS (See note 2).
Default	 6778.0 km. This visibility test determines
when pass parameters associated with TDRS tracking
(e.g. station biases, position errors, etc.) are
deleted from the filter state.
Notes: 1) The formula for computing refraction effects will blow up if
elevation is less than or equal to zero. Therefore, the
elevation cut-off should be greater than zero.
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1	 A6	 Keyword MERIT
2	 Integer	 Not used
3	 Integer	 Not used
4	 Real	 Measurement editing threshold. Default = 20(1)
Measurement is also printed.
5	 Real	 Measurement printing threshold. Default = 10(1)
Measurement is printed but not edited.
NOTE; (1) Editing or printing of outlying measurements will occur when
the ratio
	
z2/Qz2 (where z is the measurement residual and Qz2
is the residual variance computed by the filter) exceeds the threshold.
Note that unlike most batch processors, the procedure includes the
uncertainty in the state estimate as well as the measurement noise.
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The MSIG card is used to override the measurement standard deviations
(as given on the measurement tape) for particular stations l GPS satellites
or satellite altimetry.
ASIG	 101 a	 04,9801	 0.8	 , , ,
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Integer	 Station or satellite number (maximum of
5 digits and must be positive).
Integer	 Source of measurement.
1 = GPS satellite
2 _ Ground station
3 = Altimeter
Real	 Measurement standard deviation (kilometers
or dimensionless) for the first measure-
ment from a station, satellite or alti-
meter. Default = SIG1 on Measurement












Measurement standard deviation (kilometer or km/sec) for
the second measurement from a satellite which has a pair
of measurements. This only applies to the psuedo-delta
range from GPS satellites and range rate for ground
stations (including TDRS relay measurements).
default - SIG1 on Measurement Data File.
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The PRINT card defines the printout options.
PRINT	 wise	 1 , I t ! 1
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Variable	 Digit Type	 Description
1 Alphanumeric (A8) Keyword PRINT.
2 Integer	 5 digit integer.
1 Defines coordinate system of printed and
plotted output:
	
0 = HCL, 1 = ECI.
Default = 0.
2 Controls filter print:	 n = no state
output,	 1 = orbital	 elements only,
2 - full	 printout.	 Default =	 2.
3 Controls smoother print: 	 n = no state
output, 1 = orbital	 elements only,
2 = full	 printout.	 Default = 2.
4 Controls generation of the smoother
covariance	 (ECI coordinates) on unit 71.
0 - no output, 1 = output. nefault = 0.
NOTE:	 The computer I/O charges will
approximately double when using
this option.
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Variable Digit	 Type	 Description
2	 5	 Integer	 Controls plotting of filter/smoother
standard deviations on position.
0 = no plots, 1 = filter plot only,
2 n smoother plot only, 3 = filter and
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3.2.8 SMR
The SMR card is used to input the satellite area to mass ratio.
'IMP 4• 811 G-8	 1 1 1
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Variable	 Type	 Description
1	 Alphanumeric (A8)	 Keyword SMR.
2	 Integer	 Not used.
3	 Integer	 Not used.
4	 Real	 The satellite area to mass ratio in
ki l ometers 2/kilogram. Default is the
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The STAPOS card is used to input the positions of the ground tracking
stations.
$TAM	 !01 a	 30.	 1444	 1.	 „
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1 Alphanumeric (A8) Keyword STAPOS.
2 Integer Station number (maximum of 5 digits).
3 Integer Not used.
4 Real Station geodetic latitude (degrees).
5 Real Station East longitude (degrees).	 a
6 Real Station height above ellipsoid (kilometers). 	 h
NOTE: (1) It should not be necessary to input any station positions using
the STAPOS card; the header record on the Observation Save File
(Unit 9) contains all the station positions, However, if the
user wanted to intentionally change station positions, this can
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X = (P 9,+ h) cos 	cos A
y = (p 9+h) cos	 sin A
Z = ( ( 1-e2 ) p g+h) sin
where
p = a 31 e2 sing
a = earth's semi-major axis
e = earth's eccentricity
k	 J
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3.2.10 STEP	 0117"CI IA .^ PAGE 13
OF POOR QUALITY
The STEP card controls the step size used for filter/smoother output
and also controls the stop time of the run.
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	1	 A6	 Keyword STEP.
	
2	 Integer	 Not used.
	
3	 Integer	 Not used.
	




smoother output will use this interval (see note 1)
Default is 120 sec.
	
5	 Real	 Stop time (seconds) from epoch of host 	 p
trajectory tape. The default is 86400
seconds but the program will stop at the
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default = 120 sec.
7	 Real
	
Step size used in copying TORS ORBIT files to a
TDRS trajectory file.
Default = 600 sec.
Notes: (1) This step size should be chosen so that dynamic modelling
errors are negligible during the interval because the filter
assumes that state noise is zero.
(2) If zeroes or blanks are input on this card, the program will
use the default value.
(3) There is an additional restriction that the stop time divided
by the mini-batch step size is less than 999.
	 This restrc-
tion is imposed because PREFER must have sufficient core storage
to store the pointers used in the random-access disk I/0.
i
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3.2.11 TDRID	 OF POOR QUALITY
TDRID cards are used to define the relationships between the 	 u
seven-digit and two-digit TDRS identifiers and ground tracking stations.
These cards must be input when TDRS relay tracking is processed.
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Variable Type Description
1 A5 Keyword TDRID.
2 Integer Tracking station number (two-digit).
This number must match the station
number on the header of the Measurement
Data	 File.
3 Integer Not used.
4 Real Two-digit TDRS identifier.	 This number
must match the TDRS number on the
Measurement Data File.
5 Real Seven-digit TDRS identifier.	 This
number must match the TDRS number on
the TDRS ORBIT file. ss°
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The THRTIM card is used to input the start and stop times for two
thrusting periods. If omitted, no thrusting will be used.
4HR'IM	 0 0	 5700.	 5764.	 10500.	 10!590,
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Variable Type Description
1 A6 Keyword THRTIM.
2 Integer Not used.
3 Integer Not used.
4 Real Start time (seconds from epoch)
of first thrust segment.
5 Real Stop time (seconds from epoch) of
first thrust segment.
6 Real Start time (seconds from epoch) of
second thrust segment.	 Default = 0.
7 Real Stop time (seconds from epoch) of
second thrust segment. 	 Default = 0.
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All the following cards are optional but it may be unreasonable to
make runs without initializing certain parameters.
Because the cards may be read in any order, it is important that the




a priori a for altimeter bias
state noise for altimeter bias
de-correlation time for altimeter bias
a priori a for host clock timing bias and
clock drift rate
state noise for host clock timing bias and clock
drift rate
de-correlation time for clock drift rate
• priori a for station position errors
• priori a for drag coefficient
state noise for drag coefficient
de-correlation time for drag coefficient
• priori a for GPS position errors
• priori a for GPS timing errors
• priori a for perturbing gravitational
accelerations
state noise for perturbing gravitational
accelerations
de-correlation time for perturbing gravitational
accelerations
• priori a for station biases
• priori a for refraction parameters
• priori a for first three orbital elements
state noise for first three orbital elements
a priori a for orbital elements 4-6
state noise for orbital elements 4-6
45
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Keyword	 Description
3.3 22 THRUSTI a priori	 a for acceleration of first thrust
segment
3.3.23 THRUSTIQ state noise for acceleration of first thrust
segment
3.3.24 THRUM a priori	 a for acceleration of second thrust
segment
3.3.25 THRUST2Q state noise for acceleration of second thrust
segment.
Because certain parameters require more than one input card (e.g.,
GRAV, GRAVQ, GRAVT), it is possible to have unusual errors occur if the
deck is not correctly set up.	 For example, suppose that the GRAVQ card was
input Wt no GRAV card was provided. 	 The presence of the GRAVQ card tells
PREFER that gravitational parameters are to be adjusted. However, the
a priori variances will default to zero because no GRAV card was supplied.
This will obviously result in problems for the filter.
BUSINESS AND TECMWL0GIG4L SVSTFr`i1S„ IN.	 ALTIM
3.3.1 ALTIM	 ®RIGID AL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
The ALTIM card is used to initialize the standard deviation for the
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Variable	 Type	 Description




3	 Integer	 Not used.
4	 Real	 A priori standard deviation for the
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The ALTIMQ card is used to input the state noise on the altimeter
bias.
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Steady sigma of the altimeter bias
Markov process (in km). Default = 0.
48
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The ALTIMT card is used to input the time constant of the first-order
Markov process for the altimeter bias.
ALTINT	 0 0	 600.	 001$
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Variable	 Type	 Description
Alphanumeric 08)	 Keyword ALTIMT.
Integer	 Not used.
Integer	 Not used.
Real Correlation time (seconds) for changes











The CLOCK card is used to initialize the standard deviations for the
host clock timing error and drift rate.
	 It omitted, the ^:1ock errors
will not be adjusted.
:LOCK.
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1 = adjust clock drift rate only
(e.g. NAVPAC).
2 = adjust clock timing error plus drift rate
(e.g. GPSPAC rate).




A priori standard deviation for host clock
timing bias (milliseconds). 	 No default, but











The C.< `KQ card is used to input the state noise for the clock drift
rate.
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Variable	 Description
1	 Alphanumeric (A8)	 Keyword CLOCKQ.




1 = adjust clock drift rate only
2 = adjust clock timing error plus
drift rate.
4	 Real	 Steady state sigma of the host clock
drift rate, Markov process  (in milli-
seconds/sec). Default = 0.
P
s	 Note: (1) The Markov process only applies to the clock drift rate.
	 The
clock timing error is obtained by integrating the rate.
(2) This number should match the number on the CLOCK card.
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The CLOCKT card is used to input the time constant of the first order
Markov process for the host clock drift rate,
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1 = adjust clock drift rate only
2 = adjust clock timing error plus
drift rate.
Correlation time (seconds) for changes







Note: The Markov process only applies to the clock drift rate. 	 The
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3.3.7 CSTA	 ORICIVI L PAGE 1S
OF POOR QUALITY
The CSTA card is used to initialize the standard deviation for the
ground station position errors (in earth-centered fixed Cartesion
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Variable Type Description
1 Alphanumeric (A8) Keyword CSTA.
2 Integer Station number (if 0, this card will
apply to all stations).
3 Integer Not used.
4 Real A priori standard deviation for the x
component of station position error (km).
No default.
5 Real A priori standard deviation for the y
component of station position error (km).
No default.
6 Real A priori standard deviation for the z
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Note: (1) If it is desired to use the same sigmas for all stations but
one or two, then use one card with no station number and the
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The DRAG card is used to initialize the standard deviations for the
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1	 Alphanumeric (A8)	 Keyword DRAG.
2	 Integer	 Not used.
3	 Integer	 Not used.
4	 Real	 A priori standard deviation for the
satellite drag coefficient (dimensionless).
No default.
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The DRAGQ card is used to input the state noise for the drag coefficient.
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Variable	 Type	 Description







4	 Real	 Steady state sigma of the drag
coefficient Markov process (dimension-
less). Default = 0.
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The DRAGT card is used to input the time constant of the first-order
Markov process for the drag coefficient.
DRAGT	 4 0	 604.
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4	 Real	 Correlation time (seconds) for changes










The GPSP card is used to initialize the standard deviations for the
GPS position errors (in earth-centered local corrdinates). If omitted,
GPS position errors will not be adjusted.
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Variable Type Description
1 Alphanumeric (A8) Keyword GPSP.
2 Integer GPS satellite number (if 0, this card will
apply to all	 satellites).
3 Integer Not used.
4 Real A priori standard deviation for the
H (vertical) component of GPS position
error (km).	 No default.
5 Real A_ priori standard deviation for the C
(crosstrack) component of GPS position
error (km).	 No default.
6 Real A priori standard deviation for the L
(alongtrack) component of GPS position
error (km).	 No default.
58	
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Note: (1) Note (1) on the CSTA card also applies.













The GPST card is used to initialize the standard deviations for GPS
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Variable	 Type	 Description
1	 Alphanumeric (A8)	 Keyword GPST.
2	 Integer	 GPS satellite number (if 0, this card
will apply to all satellites).
3	 Integer	 Not used.
4	 Real	 A priori standard deviation for the GPS
timing error (milliseconds).
	 No default.
Note: (1) Note (1) on the CSTA card also applies.
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The GRAV card is used to initialize the standard deviations for the
perturbing gravitational accelerations. 	 If omitted, the perturbing
gravitational accelerations are not adjusted.
GRAY	 0 0
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A priori standard deviation for the
vertical component of gravitational
acceleration {km/sec t ). No default.
A priori standard deviation for the cross-
track (perpendicular to the orbit plane)
component of gravitational acceleration
(km/sec 2 ).	 No default.
A priori standard deviation for the along
track component of gravitational accelera-
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3.3.14 GRAVQ
GRAVQ
The GRAVQ card is used to input the state noise for the perturbing
gravity accelerations.
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Variable Type Description
1 Alphanumeric (A8) Keyword GRAVQ.
2 Integer Not used.
3 Integer Not used.
4 Real Steady state sigmas of the vertical
gravitational acceleration Markov
process (km/sec2 ).	 Default = 0.
5 Real Steady state sigmas of the cross-
track gravitational acceleration
Markov process (km/sec t ). Default = 0.
6 Real Steady state of the along-track
gravitational acceleration Markov
process
	 (km/sec 2 ).	 Default = 0.
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The GRAVT card is used to input the time constants for the first-order
Mlarkov processes of the perturbing gravitational accelerations.
rRAV T	 0 0	 1200,	 201),	 200,	 17
080 1 0/001011000000000010010000100001"008008100000 ' 0000000000000000000000000010
	


















3	 Integer	 Not used.
4	 Real	 Correlation time (seconds) for charges
in the vertical gravitational accelera-
tions. Default = 1.0 seconds.
5	 Real	 Correlation time (seconds) for changes
in the cross-track gravitational
accelerations. Default = 1.0 seconds.
6	 Real	 Correlation time (seconds) for changes
in the along-track gravitational
accelerations. Default = 1.0 seconds.
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The MBIAS card is used to initialize the standard deviations for station
measurement biases. If omitted, no biases will be adjusted.
MBIAS
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Variable Type Description
1 Alphanumeric (AS) Keyword MBIAS.
2 Integer Station number (if 0, this card will
apply to all	 stations).
3 Integer Number of biases (Y or 2). Default=l.
4 Real A priori standard deviation for the
first measurement bias (kilometers for
range).	 No default.
5 Real A priori standard deviation for the
second measurement bias (km/sec for
range rate).	 No default.
Note: Note (1) on the CSTA card also applies. See also note on MSIG card.
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The REFRAC card is used to initialize the standard deviations for station
refraction parameters. If omitted, no refraction parameters will be adjusted.
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1	 Alphanumeric (A8)	 Keyword REFRAC.
2	 Integer	 Station number (if 0, this card will
apply to all stations).
3	 Integer	 If this number is greater than 0 on
any REFRAC card, then the program
will use the refraction correction
on the measurement tape as the
multi plier of the refraction parameter.
Default = 0.
4	 Real	 A priori standard deviation for the
measurement refraction parameter (see
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Note: (1) Note (l) on the CSTA card also applies.
(2) If variable 3 is zero for all REFRAC cards, then the
residual refraction error is assumed to be of the form:
K/ainE	 (range)




where K is the refraction parameter and E is the
elevation of the ray. Thus the a priori sigma on K has
units of kilometers. If variable 3 is greater than zero
for any REFRAC card, then K will be treated as the multi-
plier of the total refraction correction which is available








the STATEI card is used to initialize the standard deviations for
the first three orbital states.
STATEI
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Variable	 Type	 Description
1	 Alphanumeric (A8)	 Keyword STATE1.
2	 Integer	 Defines type of orbital element,: 1 =
cartesian elements; 2 = Keplerian elements;
3 = spherical elements. Note, this must
match type on ORBIT file. Default = 1
3	 Integer	 Not used.
4	 Real	 A priori standard deviation for satellite
state 1 (km). Default = .01(1).
5	 Real	 A priori standard deviation for satellite
state 2. Default = .01(1).
6	 Real	 A priori standard deviation for satellite
state 3. Default = .01(1).











The STATEIQ card is used to input the state noise on the satellite
position in earth-centered inertial cartesian coordinates (the program
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Variable ape Description
1 Alphanumeric (A8) Keyword STATEIQ.
2 Integer Not used.
3 Integer Not used.
4 Real Square root of state noise spectral
density for the
	 x	 component of satel-
lite position	 (in km/sec t/2 ).	 Default = 0.
5 Real Square root of state no 	 spectral
density for the	 y	 component of satel-
lite position (in km/sec t/2 ).	 Default = 0.
6 Real Square root of state noise spectral
density for the
	 z	 component of satel-
lite position (in km/sec t/2 ).	 Default = 0.
68
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The STATE2 card is used to initialize the r.^ir<iard deviations for
orbital states four, five and six.
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3	 Integey,	 Not used.
	
4	 Real	 A priori standard deviation for satellite
state four. Default = .0001(1).
	
5	 Real	 A priori standard deviation for satellite
state five. Default = .0001(1).
	
6	 Real	 A priori standard deviation for satellite
state six. Default = .0001(1).
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The STATE2Q card is used to input the state noise on the satellite
velocity in earth-centered inertial cartesian coordinates (the program
makes the transformation to other types of orbital elements).
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Square root of state noise spectral
density for the x component of satel-
lite velocity (in km/sec 3/2 ). Default = 0.
Square root of state noise spectral
density for the y component of satel-
lite velocity (in km/sec 3/2 ). Default = 0.
Square root of state noise spectral
density for the z component of satel-
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The THRUSTi card is used to initialize the standard deviation for
the perturbing components of the first thrust segment. 	If omitted, the
perturbing thrusts will not be adjusted.
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A priori standard de^ i ation for the
vertical component of thrust acceleration
(km/sect ).	 No default.
A priori standard deviation for the cross-
track component of thrust acceleration
(km/sect ).	 No default.
A priori standard deviation for the along
track component of thrust acceleration
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The THRUSTIQ card is used to input the state noise for the perturbing
components of the first thrust segment.
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Square root of state noise spectral
density for the vertical component of
thrust acceleration (km/sec5/2).
Default = 0.
Square root of state noise spectral
density for the cross-track component
of thrust acceleration (km/secs/2).
Default = 0.
Square root of state noise spectral
density for the along-track component
of thrust acceleration (km/secs/2).
Default = 0.
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3.3.24 THRUM
OF POOR QUALITY
The THRUM card is used to initialize the standard deviations for
the perturbing components of the second thrust segment. 	If omitted,
the perturbing thrusts will not be adjusted.
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A priori standard deviation for the
vertical component of thrust acceleration
(km/sec2 ).	 No default.
A priori standard deviation for the cross-
track component of thrust acceleration
(km/sect ).	 No default.
A priori standard deviation for the along
track component of thrust acceleration
(km/sec2 ).	 No default.
B
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	 TH RUSTH
The THRUST2Q card is used to input the state noise for the perturbing
components of the second thrust segment.
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Square root of state noise spectral
density for the vertical component of
thrust acceleration (km/sec s/2 ). Default = 0.
Square root of state noise spectral
density for the cross-track component of
thrust acceleration (km/sec s/2 ). Default = 0.
Square root of state noise spectral
density for the along-track component of












The printed output from PREFER consists of the filter estimates at
the end of each mini-batch, a summary of the measurement residual statis-
tics for each mini-batch, the smoother estimates at the corresponding times,
and optional printer plots of the filter and smoother position standard
deviations.	 PREFER also produces an ORB1 File (smoother output) on unit
70 and an optional	 file (unit 71) containing the smoother covariance matrix
in ECI coordinates.
The filter summary includes output in both earth-centered inertial
or local	 coordinates at the current time and epoch elements (cartesian,
Keplerian or spherical).	 The ECI/HCL output consists of the nominal
k
trajectory, the estimated correction and the estimated total.
	 The fil-
ter output for the epoch elements is the estimated correction to the
nominal elements.
	 Also printed are the estimates for the remaining state
parameters and the computed standard deviation for the estimate.
y
The measurement residual statistics for each mini-batch are printed
{
fi
before the corresponding filter summary.	 Two lines are printed for measure-
ments which occur in pairs (e.g., GPSPAC, or ground range and range rate).
The first line for each GPS satellite lists the statistics for the pseudo
range measurements while the second line corresponds to the pseudo delta- is
range measurements.
	
Ground tracking can be easily distinguished from satellite-
y
N
to-satellite tracking because GPS satellite numbers are printed as negative.






	 i))/n	 where	 Q	 is the residual	 sigma	 (az	 =	 HPHT+Rizi
	zi	 ---
as computed by the filter.
	 If all	 the filter models are correct, the expected
value of the WEIGHTED SIGMA should be approximately equal to 1 and the
deviation from 1 should be approximately 	 1/ YT—n .
a
Between the filter summaries may be other messages which indicate
when pass parameters are added or removed.
	 Also, any measurement residuals y
which exceed the editing or printing thresholds will be printed.
tr	 '
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A summary of the measurement residual statistics is printed at the
end of the filter printout. The following five quantities are printed:







(d) i 1E kn(a z )
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 E (zi/ v2+ In a2
i-1	 i	 i
The sum of weighted residuals (quantity c) should be chi-square
distributed with a mean of n and a standard deviation ofzn . If the
value printed. deviates greatly from n ± VTn_ , then modeling errors ,
 are
suspected. Quantity d is the sum of the natural logarithm of the
analytically computed residual variances. Quantity a is the log likeli-
hood function (plus a bias) and is computed as the negative of one-half
the sum of quantities c and d . This is the quantity which would be
maximized in a maximum likelihood estimation program [3]. Thus, the log
likelihood can be used as a metric to compare runs made with different
model assumptions. Notice that this procedure attempts to minimize the
sum of weighted residuals and the residual variances: it is not acceptable
to minimize just the sum of weighted residuals since this can be done by





Busm^ss ..rvv T'Ecwvococrcu .S rsr	 In+c
The smoother output is printed backward in time after the filtering is
completed. The smoother summary is very similar to the filter summary and
also includes the filter estimate at each point.
All output is in units of kilometers, km/sec, km/sect , radians,
milliseconds, Hz/megahertz or dimensionless.
4.1 Format of ORB1 File (Unit 70)
The smoothed ECI positions and velocities are written an Unit 70 in
the format of a GTOS ORB1 File. This will be generated in the same
coordinate system (TOO or 1950) as the input ORBIT file. The starred
quantities are not actually written on the file.
RECORD RECORDSIZZ BYTES NAME, DESCRIPTION, cTC.
1 2800 bytes 1-8 TITLE (l):	 ORB! identifier - 76796291.
ORB1
header 9-16 IDSAT:	 Satellite ID number
17-24 Not used
25-32 STORB1(1):	 Start time of ephemeris (YYMMD.)
33-40 TITLE M :	 Day count of year for start of
ephemeris
41-48 TITLL ( 6):	 Secovas of day for start of
ephemeris
49656 ETORBl (1) :	 End tima of ephemeris (Y IUD. )
57-64 TITLE M :	 Day count of year for end-of
ephemeris
65-72 TITLE(9):	 Seconds of day for end of
ephemeris
73-80 TITLE (10):	 Time interval between ephemeris
points (sac.)
81-152 HMER (I,l): 1-1,9
Title of current run




ORIGINAL PAGE is {
OF POOR QUALITY
Huss m AYD TEcuNoL0GIC4L SYSTEMS, INC.
RECORD WORDSIZE BYTES NAME, DESCRIPTION, ETC.
1 2800 bytes 161-208 Spares
ORB1
header 209-216 YMDREF:	 Year, month, and day of reference
tine of true system
217-224 TITLE(28):	 Day, count of year for reference
date
225-232 GAN:	 Greenwich hour angle at epoch
233-632 Spares
633-f,40 CSUBDZ:	 Drag coefficient
641-648 AREA:	 Area of spacecraft in cm2
649-656 SCMASS:	 Mesa of spacecraft in grams
657-800 Spares
801-808 TITLE(101):	 Time of epoch from reference data
in seconds/806.81242




	 True anomaly at t 0 :	 rad.
833-680 PVINT(I):	 I-1,6
Cartesian, elements for integratio
initialization
881-888 SPINT(5):	 Magnitude of radius vector
(km)
989-896 SPINT(6):	 Magnitude of velocity vector
(km/sec)
897-904* TITLE(113):
	 Sum of mean anomaly and argument
of perifocus
905-912* AZINT(6):	 Mean anomaly
913-920 Spare
921-92M* AE.INT(5):	 Augment of perifocus
92%-936* AEINT(3):	 Inclination
937-944*, AEZNT(4;):	 Longitude of ascending node
78	 i'-J
MtCOMO MECOMOslit •YTIS NAME, OESCAIPTION, ETC,
1 2800 bytes 945-952* TITLE(119):	 Vertical flight path angle minus
ORB1 T/2
header
953-960* OBLINT(4):	 Mean motion at t0 :	 rad./DUT sec.
961-968* OBLINT(1):	 Eccentric anomaly at t 0 :	 rad.
969-976* BLINT(8):	 Time rate of change of argument of
perigee at t0 :	 rad./DUT sec.
977-984* BLINT(9):	 Time rate of change of right ascen-
sion of ascending node at t 0 :	 rad./
DUT sec.
985-991* BLINT(2):	 Period at t0 :	 DUT sec.
993x1000 BLINT(6):	 Perigee height at t 0 :	 km
1001-1008 BLnim, (7):	 Apogee height at t0 :	 lea
1009-1520 Spare
1521-1528 Year of elements epoch
1519-1536 :	 Month of elements epoch
1537-1544 Day of elements epoch
1545-1552 Hour of elements epoch
1553-1560 Minute of elements epoch
156.E-1568 c:	 Seconds of elements epoch
1569-1592 Spare
1593-1600 TITLE (200): Orbit theory indicator
- 2, Cowell or time-regularized
Cowell
















gym N/AMt, 0E3CAIPnON, ETC.
All except 2800 bytes 1-8 DATA(1):	 Data.of first ephemeris point
first and (Tn=D.)
last tiro
9-16 DATA(2);	 Day count of year for first
ephemeris point
17-24 DATA(3)	 Seconds of day for first ephemeris
point
'ORB1 data 25-32 DATA(4)I	 Time interval between data points
(sec.)
33-40 DATA(5):	 Day count of year for epoch
41-86 PVINT(I):	 I - 1,6; first position vector
(km) and velocity vector (tan/sec)
87-2440 PVINT(I):	 I = 1,6; J - 2,50
Position and velocity vector sets
for data points 2-50. 	 For less
than 50 points, the first invalid
set is .9999999999999999 x 1016
(units lea and lm/sec)
2441-2800 Spares
Last two 2800 bytes 1-2800 ESNINE(I)	 I = 1,350
ORB1 end End of file sentinels, with the
sentinels value	 0.9999999999999999 x 1016
fBL,mmw AND TEcmvoLOGIGL S,mzm ING
ClplMhi'AI. pa-g-"
^ .4.2 Format of Smoother ECT Covariance File (Unit 71)	 OF Peon QUas l-e
If requested, the entire smoother covariance matrix is written on
unit 71 where the entries corresponding to the orbital elements are
transformed from epoch osculating elements to current ECI cartesian
elements. This file consists of two types of records which are repeated
until the end of the trajectory is reached. Notice that the first





1-2	 rouble Preclsion Time from epoch (sec).
3	 Integer
	
Number of adjusted states (n) at current time.
4	 Integer	 Length of covariance matrix
( n- n+l )
5	 Integer
	
Numeric label of 1st state.
6	 Integer	 Numeric label of 2nd state.





BUSIWA5,WU TErmw)toGic4i, SYSTEMS. Lye 	 OF POOR QUALITY
Record Type 2











(n- (n+l)-1)	 Double Precision
-(n- (n+l) )
Descriation
Variance of 1st state.
Covariance between 1st and 2nd states.
Variance of nth state.
Notes:	 (1) Because of numerical problems, it is possible for the state
variances to become negative.
(2) The numeric labels of the states are defined as:
Label Description
1-6 state orbital	 elements	 (ECI)
1 e:°ag coefficient
8 perturbing gravitational 	 accelerations	 (HCL)
9 acceleration of first thrust segment	 (HCL)
10 acceleration of second thrust segment 	 (HCL)
11 host clock timing error (msec)
12 host clock drift rate	 (msec/sec)
13 altimeter bias
100000 station bias
200000 station refraction parameter
300000 station position error 	 (ECI)
400000 GPS position error (HCL)
500000 GPS timing error (cosec)
The last 5 digits in each number are reserved for the






BusiNESS AYD TEcwvoLOGICAL SYSTEMS, ING
5.0 EXAMPLE (LANDSAT)
Orbit - 700 km altitude, e = .0001, 98.3' inclination, 720 minutes
(7.3 revolutions)
Simulated Tracking Data - 5 ground stations measuring range and
integrated range rate. See Table 5.1 for error parameters.
Nominal Trajectory - Obtained by using GTDS to least squares fit the
simulated tracking data over 12 hours. See Table 5.1 for
dieferences between models used in simulating data and models
used in batch orbit determination.
R	 > 8
Table 5.1 Error Parameters of Example
Parameter
Model	 Description
Simulated Data Batch Orbit Determination
data noise (range) 1 meter 1 Meter (weighting)
data noise	 (range rate) 0.1 cm/see 0.1 cm/sec	 (weighting)
gravitational	 field GEM9 (20,20) WGS72
	
(16,16)
measurement bias (R) 5 meters ---
measurement bias 0.1 cm./sec ---
station position errors t5m each component ---
drag coefficient 2.0 1.5
density model Flux table #150 Flux table #150
solar radiation pressure yes no
refraction-tropospheric yes yes
refraction-ionospheric yes yes















































BUSINESS dIVD TEC111VULOGIC.IL SYSTEMS, INC.
	 EQQP Q1 1 A1 13^





gravitational acceleration - 2.4X10 -6 (H), 0.7x10 -6 (C), 1.0x10-6(L)
m/sec2
station measurement biases - 5 meter (range), 0.1 cm/sec (range rate)
station refraction 	 - 50 cm @ zenith
station position errors 	 - 5 miters (each component)
State noise spectral density - none on orbital elements
Markov process standard deviations
gravitational accelerations - 2.410 -6 (H), 0.7x10 -6 (C), 1.0x10-6(L)
m/sec2
Time constants of Markov processes
gravitational acceleration - 1200 (H), 200 (C), 200 (L) seconds
Results - See Figure 5.1 and Table 5.2






The nominal trajectory has large errors (e.g. 89 meters) in the data
gaps hear the end of the orbit. This occurs when only one station (#31) is
tracking. In the periods when two or more stations are tracking, the error
in the nominal trajectory is less than 32 meters.
.	 1
85
BUSINESS ,4ND TECHNOLOGIGG SYSTEMS, Lye
The smoothed output of PREFER has errors which are less than 21
meters during the period when two or more stations are tracking. In the
last data gap at the end of the trajectory, the peak error is 26 meters
(mostly alongtrack). Notice that the total error in the PREFER output
tends to be relatively smooth while the error in the nominal trajectory
(GTDS output) fluctuates wildly; there are 4 short periods of time when
the nominal trajectory is more accurate than the PREFER output but the
PREFER output is generally much superior.
These results for PREFER were obtained from one of the best runs in
a series of runs in which a priori variances, state noise variances, time
constants, and the selection of adjusted parameters were varied. Several
other runs yielded likelihood functions and ephemeris errors similar to
those of the run listed. It was found that the results are not very
sensitive to the exact form of the gravitational acceleration model if
the parameters of that model are reasonable. Maximization of the likeli-
hood function can generally be relied upon to select the run with the
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80IM1,4ND TECAW)wGiC41, SYSTEMS. /AV-
6.0 JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE 	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR Q9AIATY
The listing following this paragraph is an example of the JCL required
to run PREFER on the IBM 360/95. The core required to run PREFER (without
overlays) using the loader is approximately 370K. This will vary somewhat
depel;ding upon the program options (e.g. GPSPAC/TARS measurements, plots,
smoothed covariance file) and number of I/O buffers. The use of overlays
would only reduce the storage by approximately 50K. When tracking from
many GPS satellites is processed, it may be necessary to increase the
region to 500K. Printout from the ,fob will define (approximately) the
actual region used by PREFER.
// EXEC LOADER,REi_ION.DO=37OK,FARM='SIZE=370000,EP=MAIN'
//SYSLIN DD
OD D:= N=° &0B-_I , D I SP- ( OLD, DELETE )
DD DSNaYCBPO. I-"SPAC`.08--II DISP- H!R
DD D::"N=YCBPO. CDCIID. OBtiI, 01 $P=:BHR
/ /r0. FT0'-PFOD 1 DO UNIT= '400-'?, VOL=SER= 364.1^, LABEL= (37 NL, , IN),
// DCB= ( RECFM=VBS, LRECL=7204, ELKS I ZE=7<<):1, BIJFNO=1) , Ci I ;1P= (I_,LJ.'I, tI EEP )
/ /G0. FT 1OF001 DD UN IT=DISK, DSN=&&MEA , DI SP- (NEW -P  DELETE) ,
// DCB= ( RECFM=VBS? LRECL=7204, ELKS I ZE =7208, BIJFNO=1) , SPACE= (i",YL, (:, 1) )
/ /G0. FT 11 F001 DO DUMMY , DCB=BLKS I ZE=100
/ /00. FT20F001 OD DSN-ORBIT . GTDS.::LP 1' P5() . DATA, D I SP= HR, DCB=BIJFNO=1
//G0. FT21F001 DD DSN=ORSIT.13TDS. TIMCOF. DATA, DISP-SHR
/ /G0. FT22FOD 1 DD DSN=ORB I T. GTDS. SLPTOD . DATA, D I SP=:: HR, DC B=BUFNiD- 1
/ /G0. FT30F001 DO UNIT-DISK, DSN=• &1J 'D, D I ti p= ( NEW, DELETE) ,
// DCB= ( RECFM=VBS, LRECL = 10 3, BLKS I ZE=1244, BUFNO=1) , SPACE= (TRK , (1(), 2) )
/ /GO. FT40F001 DO DUMMY, Di-.B=BLKS I ZE=1 oo
/ / GO. FT41 F001 DO DUMMY, DCB-= _ _KS I ZE=100
/ /0Q. FT4 F001 DD DUMMY, OCB=BLK a I ZE=100
/ /G0. FT43F001 DD DUMMY, DCB=BLISS I ZE =100
/ /GO. FT50F001 DO 1JNIT=AFF=FT09F001, LABEL= (4, NL, , IN),  VOL =tc:ER= :h.4"73,
// DCB= ( RECFM=VBS, LRECL=64-64, BLKS I ZE=I_ f 6,3) , D I:_ P= (IDLD , I" EEP )
/ / G0. MASSTORE DO IJN I T=DISK , DSN=&&IJ/.O D I P= ( NEW, DELETE) ,
// SPACE=(CYL,(5,2))
/ /00. FT70F001 DD I_IN I T=D ISK, DSN-&&ORB 1, SPACE= (TRK, (i (), ^)) ,
// DCB=(RECFM=VBS7 LRECL=X,BLKSIZE=7294,BUFNO= 1)70I p=(NEW,PA:= )
//G0. FT71F0 01 DD IJNIT=DISK, DSN=&&TPLI, =PACE=(CYL, (2, 2)) ,
// DCB=(RECFM=VBS, LRECL=X '"yLKSIZE=7=-.04),DISP=(NEW,DELETE)
//GO.DATAS DO
Figure 7.1 Example of PREFER JCL for Processing Ground Tracking
121
BUSINM AND TECNNOLOGIC4L SYSTM IM
Notice that Fortran units 9 and 50 use the same tape and tape drive.
Unit 9 refers to file 1 (the observation file) and unit 50 refers to file 2
(the ORBIT file). PREFER internally copies unit 9 to unit 10 (disk) so
that the input files from the GTDS run may be placed on the same tape.
Fortran unit MASSTORE is the scratch disk used by the filter and
smoother to store the intermediate covariance matrices and other arrays.
The DCS information is internal to PREFER. The space allocation of (5,2)
cylinders should be adequate for most jobs. Unfortunately, it is very
difficult to compute the storage required in a given run. It depends upon
the number of states adjusted at each point in time. Since the number of
states varies greatly during the run (as ground stations and GPS satellites
change visibility to the satellite), the storage requirements can also vary
greatly. In general, it should not be necessary to change the space
allocation unless many GPS satellites are included.
Fortran unit 30 is also scratch storage. However, the storage
requirements are modest since only the filtered and smoothed state vectors
are stored here.
Units 70 and 71 are used for temporary storage of plotting variables
and thus they cafin of be ignored (e.g., "DUMMY") if plots are requested.
Again the storage requirements are modest. Unit 71 is also used to output
the smoothed covariance when this option is requested. The storage
requirements for the smoothed covariance can be as large as 50 megabytes
although 5 megabytes is a more typical number.
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PREFER Debug rP intout
FILTER	 (IBUG(1))
NO - number of dynamic parameters
TL - time of last entry to FILTER (sec)
T - current time (epoch of mini-batch) (sec)
X - state vector at epoch time of mini-batch
PHI - state
-
transition matrix (TL to T)
-----------
X - state vector (at time T) is printed after each measurement
MEAS	 (IBUG(2))
TI - t,!me of measurement (referenced to epoch of Host Trajectory)
ISTA - station/satellite number
MTYPE - measurement type
Y - measurement
YO - measurement residual
SIGM input a of measurement
PY - partial derivatives of measurement WRT state
SNOISE (IBUG(G)
T - current time (sec)
OUT - -time of last entry to SNOISE (sec)
NO - number of dynamic parameters
X - state vector at time T (only dynamic states are printed)
PHI - state transition matrix (OLOT to T)
F - 6 x NP6 partial array (current cartesian
elements WRT state vector) multiplied by DT
A = F - QA where QA is spectral density matrix (state noise)
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After transformation to epoch osculating elements, Q is printed
again along with PHI4 (the transition matrix from epoch osculating
elements to current Cartesian elements)
DYNAM (IBUG(4))
TSTART - reference time (start of integration)
TEND - end time of integration
r
OT a TEND-TSTART
STMAX - maximum allowed step size (with sign) for Taylor series
i
integration
HSTEP - current step size of interated integration
' !	 HLFSTP 2, HSTEP/2
TK - current time of iterated integration
OLDTK - last TK
PHI1	 - 6x6 transition matrix - cartesian (OLDTK) to cartesian (TK)
PHI4 - 6xE transition matrix - epoch	 osculating to cartesian (TEND)
PHI - NDxND output state transition matrix
XI - nominal cartesian elements at TEND
XOUT - filter estimate of dynamic states at TEND
CARD (IBUG(3)
NUMCDS - number of adjusted parameters initialized
LAB - parameter labels as read in
SIG -a priori c' s as read in
QN - state spectral density as read in
STAVAR - station measurement variances as read in
NOW - number of drag parameters
NGRAV - number of gravitational parameters
NTHRST - number of thrust parameters
NCLOCK - number of clock parameters
NALT - number of altimeter parameters
NPARM = NORAG+3-(NTHRST+NGRAV)
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NP6 = 6 + NPARM
ND = number of dynamic parameters (NP6+NCLOCK +NALT)
WAS 0 or 1 (1 indicates that biases are adjusted)
NREFR - 0 or 1 (1 indicates that refraction parameters are adjusted)
INTERG (IBUG(6))
NSAT - satellite number (1-24)
TK1 - current time in seconds from epoch of host tape
TK - current time in seconds from epoch of GPS tape
E - interpolated position and velocity at TK
GETVEC (IBUG(6))
REQTIM - interpolation time
XTO - interpolated satellite position and velocity at REQTIM
EARTH (IBUG(7))
T - time from epoch
STAPOS - station positions (Earth Centered Fixed)
XSTA - station positions and velocities (Earth Centered Inertial)
EVAL (IBUG(7))
CETOL - time tolerance for ephemeris computation
NWSLP - Fortran unit number for SLP file
REFDA2 modified Julian date corresponding to January 1950.0
REFDA 4 modified Julian date corresponding to initial conditions
NCFDAY - number of days per curve fit
TSEC - time in seconds from start of year to midpoint of this record time
interval
POELH - polynomial coefficients for delta H
IDAY - beginning day of current record
IND13 - polar motion switch (1 - compute polar motion)
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USUN(3)	 sun vector
A - transformation matrix: selenocentric to selenographic
ADOT - A
B - transformation matrix: earth inertial (TOD) to earth fixed
C - transformation matrix: mean of 1950.0 to true of date
GHA - Greenwich hour angle
XP - X polar motion angle
YP - Y polar motion angle
TURD - number of A.1 seconds from 1950 to epoch
TZER01 - time in seconds from beginnning of ephemeris year to epoch
DEPOCH - Julian date of epoch
AZERO - difference between A.1 and UTC time at epoch
A-4
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APPENDIX B
Guidelines for Setting Up GTDS Runs
Since PREFER must use files created by GTDS, it is important that the
GTOS run be set up correctly. The following guidelines are given.
1) The GTDS run must create an Observation Save File (Unit 46) and
an ORBIT file with partial derivatives (Unit 21) on magnetic tape.
The input cards required to do this are:
1 - 8	 9 - 11	 12 - 14	 15 - 17	 18 - 38	 39 - 59	 60 - 80
SAVE	 1
time
OUTOPT	 0	 1	 0	 start time end time interval
It is suggested that a time interval of 30 seconds be used.
2) It is strongly recommended that the Observation Save File and the
Orbit File be placed on the same tape (with the Observation file
first) and tape drive (use UNIT=AFF). This will minimize the num-
ber of tapes and drives required for both the GTDS and PREFER runs.
3) Time regularized integration must not be used.
4) Partial derivatives for the ORBIT file should be Cartesian orbital
elements with respect to epoch orbital elements. The epoch ele-
ments may be cartesian, Keplerian or spherical, but cartesian are
preferred.
5) Since PREFER is intended to produce accurate ephemerides, it is
important that the best models available be used in GTDS. In
particular, the refraction corrections should be made in GTDS even
though this increases the computer costs of a differential correc-
tion run. This is done using an OBSCORR card.
R
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APPENDIX C
Subroutine GSPACE
The subroutine GSPACE gives the user the capability to dynamically
allocate core, that is, to allocate core for an array or a number of arrays
during the execution of the program. This frees the user from hard-coding
the dimension of arrays which will vary in size  from run to run.
GSPACE works by taking the amount of core (in bytes) requested by the
user, incrementing it up to the next multiple of 8, and then issues a
GETMAIN instruction for that amount of core. GSPACE then calculates the
offset, in numbers of 4 byte words, from some specific (hard) dimensioned
variable to the first location of the space obtained. The user may then
access this space by specifying the offset as an index to the (hard)
dimension variable.
;eneral Format
CALL GSPACE (N, NA, NB, &Y, &Z)
where
N	 the number of arrays for which core is being requested
(INPUT TO GSPACE)
NA - an integer array of dimension M: the 1st element of A is set
equal to the amount of core (bytes) requested for the 1st
array, the 2nd element is set equal to the amount of core
requested for the second array, etc. (INPUT TO GSPACE)
NS = an integer array of dimension N: the 1st element is set
equal to the offset in 4 byte words from NA(1) to the
storage area for the first array, the 2nd element is set
equal to the offset in 4 byte words from MA(1) to the
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Y = the line to which control is transferred if the amount of
core requested by the user is not available. (OUTPUT FROM
GSPACE)
Z a the line to which control is transferred if the call format
Is incorrect or the input variables contain invalid values
(negative or real numbers) (OUTPUT FROM GSPACE)
Example:
DIMENSION NA(2), NB(2)	 ORIGINAL 'AGE 
{S
OF POOR QUALITY
NA(1) = NPARMS * 4
NA(2) = NDEV * 8
CAL!. .GSPACE (2, NA, N8, & 100, & 200)
To access the s-
= 1, NPARMS. NPARMS
the storage area for
Either NDEV*2 4-byte
area. Note that the
NA(1) and not NA(2).
torage area for the 1st array, specify NA(N8(1) + I), I
4-byte words can be stored in this space. To access
the 2nd array, specify NA(N8(2)+I), I = 1, NDEV*2.
words or NDEV 8-byte words can be stored in this
offset to the 2nd storage area will he calculated from
How GSPACE works:
GSPACE first takes the input array NA values and checks to see if they
are valid numbers. If they are, it then rounds them up to the next
multiple of eight, even if they are already a multiple of eight. GSPACE
i
	 then calls a routine which issues a separate GETMAIN instruction for each
array requested. This will not necessarily result in the different array
f	 storage areas (within the same call to GSPACE) being contiguous (if the
user has indeed requested multiple array storage areas). If the core is
j
	
	 not available for any one of the GETMAIN requests, control is transferred
to the line specified for Y. If all the core requested is available,
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Storage address of first locationstorage address
NB(I) . (in array	 1I storage area	 - of NA	 + I
When the loop is complete, control returns to the calling program. Because
the GETMAIN always gets core in the highest location (within the region)
that is possible, subsequent GETMAIN's will likely get core closer to the
load module (stored in the lowest region locations of core), and therefore
the increments will decrease, i.e., NR(1)>NR(2)>NB(3). .	 This will not
necessarily be true if less core is requested by the subsequent GE.TMAIN's,
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Other Entry Points
CALL RELESE (N, NA, NB) - releases core allocated in a previous call
to GSPACE. N o NA and NB have the same definitions as for GSPACE.
CALL REGION - computes IREG in common block CORE$$.
CALL GCARE - computes MOOR and ICORE in common block CORE$$.
Note: GCARE will allocate the entire region specified on
E
the EXEC statement. Thus the user should ignore
the SIZE listed in the job system messages.
Common Block/CORE$$/
IREG - allocated region (in bytes) of current job step (from REGION
parameter on EXEC statement).
MOOR - maximum unused region (bytes) in any previous call to GCARE
(including the current call).
ICORE - unused region (bytes) at the current call to GCARE.
t
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Description of "CDC Type" Disk
Random Access I/O Package
PREFER uses an assembly language subroutine which simulates "COr, type"
random access disk I/O on an IBM 360. This subroutine has several
advantages compared to standard IBM random access (or OAIA) in that the
	
k	 length and number of records can be variable. In fact, it is possible to
write over existing records with a different length as long as that length
	
`f	 is less than or equal to the old length. Although this routine is not
suitable for use with permanent data sets, it is very useful for scratch
i
	
	 storage within a program. This routine is documented here since it is
general purpose and may be useful for a variety of other applications.
The subroutine has six entry points: OPENMS, ENDMS, WRITSS, WRITMS,
READMS AND CLOSMS. A description of each of these functions is given below.
1)	 CALL OPENMS(IX) - Opens mass storage (nONAME-MASSTORE) for write/
print/sequential access and saves the address of the record index for
use by the routines WRITSS, REAOMS, and WRITMS 	 iX is an integer
array which must be dimensioned as large as the number of records to
be written.	 Note that the DCB information for MASSTORE is obtained
internally in the routine.	 The user need only specify UNIT, DISP and
SPACE.
9
2)	 CALL WRITSS(IA,IR) - Writes a record to the next available space and
stores the relative address in the index. 	 If the entire record will
not fit on the current track, then the remainder of the record is
segmented and written to subsequent tracks. 	 IA is the data array to
be written to disk and IR is the record number.
	
Note:	 The first T
4-byte integer of IA must contain the length of the record in words {
(4-bytes).	 The example at the end demonstrates the use of WRITSS and
READMS for writing and reading double precision words.
}
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3) CALL ENDMS - closes the mass storage data set for sequential access,
alters the macro form of the DCB to read/point and reopens the data
set for update.
4) CALL READMS(IA,IR) - reads a record from mass storage. If the record
spans several tracks then it will be brought in segment by segment.
The point macro is used to position the disk at the beginning of the
records. Each read attempts to read an entire track of data
(incorrect length is ignored). The actual length of segments read in
is computed from the residual count in the CS14, and segments are read
in until the total number of bytes read equals the record length. It
is assumed that the record length is stored in the 1st fuliword of the
record IA is the array to which data will be retrieved from the disk
and IR is the record number.
5) CALL WRITMS(IA,IR) - writes an updated record back to mass storage.
If the record spans several tracks, then it will be rewritten in
segments. The point macro is used to specify the disk address of each
segment. On each write, a length of one track is specified, and
incorrectZ length errors are intercepted by the SYNAD routine 'EX'.
The actual length of a written segment is determined from the residual
count in the CSW. Segments are written until the total number of
bytes written equals the record length. The definitions of IA and IR
are the same as for WRITSS. Note that the length of the updated
record must be less-than or equal to the length of the old record.
6) CALL CLOSMS - closes the mass storage dataset.
ERROR CODES
The routines canahend with 5 different error codes. fore dumps are
produced by these abends.
.
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103	 error in WAITSS: too many bytes have been written.
104 - error in REARMS: too many bytes have been read. Record length
was probably incorrect.
'105 - error in WRITMS: too many bytes have been written.
105 - error in WRITMS: I/O error other than incorrect length.
999 - error in REAQMS: ENnMS was not called prior to first call to
REAOMS.
